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The 13 International IR Target and Background Modeling & Simulation Workshop is open to people from the
research and development community active in the field of optical signature simulation technologies, to
military users and industry representatives.
The workshop is co-organized by ONERA, The French Aerospace Lab and Fraunhofer IOSB (Institute of
Optronics, System Technolgies and Image Exploitation) in close cooperation with companies having highest
expertise in the field of IR modeling and simulation.
ITBMS 2018 includes various sessions from Monday 11 to Thursday 14 June 2018 corresponding to the topics
defined below. Keynote addresses are delivered to set the underlying tone and summarize the core message.
These speeches are done by specialists from laboratories and international companies recognized for their
expertise in the field.
Software training sessions from our sponsors (OKTAL-SE, THERMOANALYICS, DAVIS ENGINEERING) are also
planned. The topical session objectives are to provide an opportunity for the software end-users to learn
about the latest developments and, offer the opportunity to demonstrate and discuss the latest features in
software products.
Due to the localization of the workshop, a special session will be devoted to optical signatures and related
technologies in a maritime context.
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GENERAL WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES
 Provide a European scientific forum for the IR modeling and simulation community to discuss current
developments in their field of expertis e



Foster an intensive exchange of ideas and results in IR modeling and simulation and help building up
and maintain the information network in the community
Encourage cooperation between groups actively engaged in this field

TOPICS
Contributions were solicited in subjects ranging from basic signature research to applications in system design,
optimization and evaluation:


Data, techniques, models, and validation of IR signatures of land, sea and air targets and backgrounds,
and of targets in backgrounds




Extension to infrared polarization hyperspectral and active signatures
Optical properties of complex surfaces




Models validation and metrics
IR signature management models




Modeling and simulation of IR clutter (soil, maritime, atmospheric)
Radiative transfer, propagation models and optical data sets




Impact of climatic conditions on signatures
Active / Laser imaging systems

SPONSORS
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BERG Matthew J.
Department of Physics, Kansas State University, USA

Matthew Berg is a tenured associate professor of physics in the Department of Physics at Kansas State
University (KSU). Professor Berg received a Ph.D. in physics from KSU in 2008 and a B.Sc. in Engineering
Physics from the Colorado School of Mines in 2003. Following graduate school, he held a National Research
Council postdoctoral fellowship at the U.S. Army Research Laboratory from 2009 -2010. In 2010 he joined the
Department of Physics & Astronomy at Mississippi State University and then KSU in 2016.

CURRAN Allen
ThermoAnalytics Inc., USA

ThermoAnalytics was founded by Keith Johnson along with Al Curran back in 1996 as a spin-off from
Michigan Technological University. They had a singular mission then that remains at the core of the
company’s driving principles today: to develop and deploy the most robust, intelligent and accurate thermal
modeling technologies and methodologies in the world. Their vision was to become the leading total thermal
solutions provider of software and services.

PUJOL Olivier
Laboratory of atmospheric optics (LOA), Lille University, France

Olivier Pujol is a PhD researcher in Physics at the Lille University (laboratoire d'optique atmosphérique). His
field of investigations covers a large domain, from the Physics of water vapor, clouds, and precipitation to
wave scattering by complex media. After a PhD thesis at the University of Toulouse in 2006 on radar remote
sensing of precipitating systems, he worked and collaborated four years with Thalès Airborne System
enterprise where he developed six patented algorithms for radar airborne detection of hazardous
precipitating system for civil aviation. He joined the University of Lille in 2007 where he is currently working
on water vapor, cloud/aerosol interactions and light scattering by complex atmospheric particles and clouds.
Olivier Pujol has also high-level teaching activities in Physics, in particular in the international Master 2
« Atmospheric Environment ». He has also supervised various Master degree internships and PhD thesis, and
is co-author of several textbooks in Physics.
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LATGER Jean
OKTAL-SE, France

Synthetic Environment (OKTAL-SE) was created in 2001 by its Chief Executive Officer Jean LATGER as an
emanation of the OKTAL company created in 1989. Today, OKTAL-SE is part of the SOGECLAIR Group located
in Toulouse-France. The company is a human-sized structure that ensures a high reactivity and a customer
focused attitude.

REPASI Endre
Fraunhofer, Institute of Optronics, System Technologies and Image Exploitation (IOSB)
Germany

Endre Repasi received its diploma in Electrical Engineering from the University of Karlsruhe, Germany in
1979. He is with the Fraunhofer IOSB in Ettlingen, Germany as senior scientists. He is working in the field of
sensor modeling and imaging simulations for the performance assessment of active and passive EO-systems.

RIVIERE Nicolas
ONERA The French Aerospace Lab, Optronics Department, France

Nicolas Riviere is a senior research scientist at ONERA, The French Aerospace Lab in the Department of
Optics and Associated Techniques (DOTA). He received his PhD degree in 2006 and does researches in the
field of light scattering and laser imagery. His research interests cover advanced vision in low visibility thanks
to 3D laser imaging techniques such as high resolution 3D-LiDAR and telemetric systems embedded on
mobile vehicles (eg. drones or planes).

VAITEKUNAS David
W.R. Davis Engineering Ltd., Canada

David Vaitekunas is principal engineer in IR software development at WR Davis Engineering Limited. Davis
Engineering is a high technology defense company established in 1975 in Ottawa, Canada. Davis Engineering
provides IR signature management products and services for ships and rotorcraft / fixed wing aircraft
combining computer IR simulations with real -world IR measurements.

Organizing Committee ITBMS 2018: ONERA Toulouse
Contact: itbms@onera.fr
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ITBMS 2018 will take place at the Oceanographic Observatory in Banyuls-sur-mer, France.
DISCOVER THE AREA
The Vermillon coast (Côte Vermeille in French) is a palette of
colors: the blue of the sea, the white of the summits of the
Pyrenees, the green of hills that are wooded or furrowed with
vines, turquoise creeks, golden sands… Here the sand gives way to
rocks, the massif des Albères plunges into the Mediterranean Sea.
The beaches nest in the creeks, the ports in the hollow of the
bays…

Port-Barcarès (and its famous run-aground steamship, the Lydia), Canet-en-Roussillon, Torreilles-Plage, SaintCyprien, Argelès-sur-Mer and the unspoilt beach of Le Racou and its camping sites, Collioure, Port-Vendres and
its village backing on to a hillside facing the lagoon, Banyuls-sur-mer famous for its wines and its picturesque
alleyways. Cerbère and its amazing hotel Rayon Vert. The wild coast, the capes of Béar a nd Rédéris, unroll the
magic carpet of the Roussillon coast as far as Spain.

AT THE FOOT OF ALBERES, TERRACED VINEYARDS PLUNGE INTO THE MEDITERRANEAN
A village, a beach and a port hidden away in a fold of the Pyrenees, that's what you will find at the foot of Cap
Béar. Banyuls-sur-Mer is the last stop before Spain and is surrounded by quays that run alongside the Allées
Maillol, where artists have set up their studios. Explore the picturesque little stepped side streets and, when
evening comes, with the music of the Sardana as a background, you can enjoy a Banyuls, the wonderful aperitif
that takes its name from the wine produced here.
Old farmhouses, Catalan fishing-boats, vines that tumble down towards the sea, silver-leaved olive trees: this is
a place where traditions have been preserved intact, a place where time stands still… So, hoist the flag ad drop
the anchor in Banyuls, where the motto is “In mare via tua”! (Your road lies upon the sea).
Things to see & do in Banyuls-sur-mer
Cap Rédéris, with its amazing views of sea and mountains - the museum and tomb of Aristide Maillol in the
sculptor’s former workshop - aquarium and sea observatory - wine cellars of the famous sweet wine of Banyuls.
More information from the Banyuls-sur-mer Tourism Office
http://www.banyuls-sur-mer.com/en
Tel: + 33 (0)4 68 88 31 58
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HISTORY
The name "Banyuls" is a derivative of the word "bath" (Balnoneum), the city being built near ponds. It seems
that later the word has been roughly translated by "Ban" and "Ialos", meaning "peak" and "cultivated clearing".
Origins of the Name of Banyuls-sur-mer
From 400 BC, the Celts and the Greeks occupy the coast. If it is said that the "Col de Banyuls" was crossed in
ancient times by Hannibal and his legendary elephants, the first written mention of the city dates from 980, in
two terms: “Balneum” and “Balneola”, derived from the Latin word “Balneolis” (lagoon), which would refer to
the “Bassa”, a swamp formed by the mouth of the river “Vallauria”, stretching from the bridge of the “Puig del
Mas” into the sea.
In 1074 appears the expression "Bannils de Maritimo", which in 1674 translates into “Marende del Banyuls”,
and then finally in the nineteenth century becomes “Banyuls de la Marenda”. In the Middle Ages, the
Roussillon region knows a prosperous phase during which the Templars will revolutionise the organisation of
the vineyard installed by the Greeks and Phoenicians through the principle of a filtering system, using storm
water runoffs (peus de galls), a procedure still used today.

Through the Treaty of the “Pyrenees” the Eastern Pyrenees are attached to the kingdom of France
After having been in possession of the Kingdoms of Aragon and Majorca (twelfth to fourteenth century), then
in the hands of the Province of the Kingdom of Castile, it would take until 1659 when Louis XIV and Philippe IV
sign the “Treaty of the Pyrenees” that the city of Banyuls, just like all the other Eastern Pyrenees villages, be
attached to the Kingdom of France, which divides Catalonia in two: North and South. But this signature is not
enough in itself to make the people from Banyuls (Banyulencs) "French", since it will take several centuries
before they adopt the language and accept the authority of their new “home” country, which wi ll not be
without certain violence.
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Banyuls, a "Smugglers Republic"
In 1793, the Spanish troops of General Ricardos, on their way to invade the Roussillon face the fierce resistance
of the villagers during the famous Battle of the “Col de Banyuls” (see painting in the city hall and memorial of
the dead at "Place Paul Reig"). Was it French patriotism or a reaction of the smugglers whose passage through
the city under Spanish influence would have ruined all interests? Opinions are divided. Indeed, smuggling was a
specialty in Banyuls: for at least two centuries Banyuls’s fishermen transported - according to the period - salt,
tobacco, piaster, sugar, rice, sheets or skins, with an almost total impunity. This is when Louis XIV, powerless
towards the uncontrollable and rebellious character of the inhabitants would declare Banyuls de la Marenda a
"Smugglers Republic".

The natural heritage
Going from Banyuls to Cerbère by the sea, one can still see the “Cova Fordada” (cave with lots of holes in it),
which for over two centuries was a storage place with illicit goods. At that time, the population consisted
mainly of fishermen and winemakers. With the arrival of the railway in 1880, Banyuls no longer remains
isolated. Gradually, fishing leaves room for growing vines, which today, hand in hand with tourism is the main
activity of Banyuls.
In 1882, the zoologist Henri de Lacaze-Duthiers founded the Arago laboratory, which now houses more than
250 representative species of Mediterranean marine life.
Today, the town of Banyuls covers 4200 hectares and counts about 5000 inhabitants (population that triples in
summer).

Toulouse-Blagnac Airport
International flights: www.toulouse.aeroport.fr/en
Perpignan Airport
International flights: www.aeroport-perpignan.com/en
Access by car
38 km from Perpignan: on the A9 motorway take the exit "Perpignan Sud",
then follow the directions Elne, Argeles -sur-Mer, Collioure and Port
Vendres, thereafter you'll reach Banyuls.
Accommodation
More information on
www.banyuls-sur-mer.com/en/sejourner/hebergements
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OCEANOGRAPHIC OBSERVATORY
Founded in 1881, the Oceanographic Observatory, known as the "Arago Laboratory" is an ideal place to study
marine biology and oceanography in Occitanie, France. Located on a rocky coast and close to the Spanish
border, the area contains an exceptional diversity of biotopes, fauna and flora in marine and terrestrial
habitats. The Oceanographic Observatory becomes a part of the consortium of leading research institutions
since 1967 as a laboratory of the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) and as an internal school
of the Université Pierre et Marie Curie (UPMC) in 1985. Recognized for its national mission in the field of the
observation, the laboratory soon gained status within the National Institute of University Sciences (INSU) and
became the first oceanographic observatory created in Occitanie.
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DAY 1 – Monday, June 11
09:00 – 10:00

Registration

10:00 – 10:15

Welcome address and workshop organizati on
Nicolas Riviere

Scattering theory: A short review of theoretical features for practical applications
Olivier Pujol
Laboratory of atmospheric optics (LOA), Lille University, France

KEYNOTE 1
10:20 – 11:00

This review is devoted to recall the most general and important theoretical features of non-relativistic wave scattering and to illustrate how they
can be used for practical remote sensing. In particular, the consequences of the general principle of energy conservation and causality will be
analyzed.

SESSION 1

Maritime objects and background

11:00 – 12:30

Chair: R. Ceolato

#2018031314111

Impact of Infrared Suppression on EO-IR Soft-Kill
D. Vaitekunas, S. Ramaswamy

#201803151041

DRI range modeling using NTCS/ShipIR
A. Brattli, A. van Rheenen

#2018031314112

Active Hull Cooing System Performance Analysis
D. Vaitekunas, P. Alexsandrov

12:30 – 14:00

Lunch

SESSION 2

System performances

14:00 – 15:30

Chair: N. Riviere

#201806010000

Quick overview of the Institute of Aerospace Technologies, Malta
D. Zammit-Mangion

#201803061039

Surface reconstruction through image post-processing for ground obstacle detection in the airfield
K. Theuma, D. Zammit-Mangion, J. Gauci, K. Chircop, N. Riviere

#201804030217

Drone detection: Usage of a 3D synthetic environment for training deep learning algorithms
E. Unlu, E. Zenou, P-E. Dupouy, N. Riviere

Lacroix: corporate presentation
A. Delataillade

15:30 – 16:00

Coffee Break

SESSION 3

Maritime objects and background

16:00 – 17:30

Chair: E. Repasi

#201803150820

A Study on the Probabilistic Methodology for Infra -Red Signature Analysis of Naval ships
H. Park, S. Yoon, H. Keum, Y. Cho

#2018032213102

HESPERIDES: an optronic sensor performance prediction tool in marine environment
L. Gardenal, G. Tedeschi, F. Faijan, S. Fauqueux, F. Lapierre, V. Rialland

#201803231706

Simulation of an oil film at the sea surface and its radiometric properties in the SWIR
F. Schwenger, A. M.J. Van Eijk

Davis Engineering: corporate presentation
D. Vaitekunas

17:30

End of the day
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DAY 2 – Tuesday, June 12
Oceanographic Observatory in Banyuls-sur-Mer
Vincent Laudet

08:30 – 09:00

Founded in 1882, the Oceanographic Observatory is an ideal place to study marine biology and oceanography. It becomes in 1967 a part of the
consortium of leading research institutions as a laboratory of the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) and as an internal school of
the University Pierre and Marie Curie (UPMC) in 1985. Recognized for its national mission in the field of the observation, the laboratory gained
status within the National Institute of University Sciences (INSU) and became the first oceanographic observatory created in Languedoc-Roussillon.

First experiment with French CUBI object: description, analysis of measurements and initial simulation
Alain Le Goff in collaboration with Y. Hurtaud, E. Floch, P. Corbihan, C. Jau
DGA Information superiority, France

KEYNOTE 2
09:00 – 09:30

DGA Information superiority decided in 2015 to join the CUBI adventure involving already eight other nations and launched a d edicated project to
build its own CUBI object, study using this simple and cooperative target thermal and radiati ve phenomena during a long time cycle through
experimentation and simulation, evaluate the accurateness of prediction tools, and publish in technical meetings.

SESSION 4

Thermal modeling and data

09:30 – 10:10

Chair: E. Repasi

#201803151445

Evaluation of Spectral Land Surface Emissivity Simulated with the SAIL -Thermique Model
A. Olioso, F. Jacob, M. Weiss

ThermoAnalytics: corporate presentation
F. Godillon

10:10 – 10:30

Coffee Break
Digital holography of aerosol particles
Matthew J. Berg
Department of Physics, Kansas State University, USA

KEYNOTE 3
10:30 – 11:15

Methods to determine the physical properties of aerosol particles are important in a vast array of scientific and applied contexts. Digital
holography “solves,” or better said, averts, the classic inverse problem. This talk will present recent works in this area and its future applications in
atmospheric science.

SESSION 5

Impact of climatic conditions on signatures

11:15 – 12:30

Chair: M. J. Berg

#201803121510

Fraunhofer diffraction of ice crystals: the Maggi-Rubinowicz integral and comparison with an exact formula
for a random ice crystal population
O. Pujol, G. Brogniez

#201803251315

Development of a supercontinuum LIDAR to measure aerosols optical properties on wide continuous spe ctral
range
F. Gaudfrin, R. Ceolato, N. Riviere, O. Pujol, G. Huss

#2018032208561

Development of a meteorological data production service for MATISSE-v3.6
C. de Saint Aubin, L. Labarre, Y. Hurtaud

12:30 – 14:00

Lunch

SESSION 6

Active imaging and Laser

14:00 – 15:40

Chair: O. Pujol

#201804181235

3D LiDAR embedded on drones for wide area surveillance
N. Riviere, P-E. Dupouy, A. Moussous, C. Grand, A. Manecy

#201804101812

BATH3D: Development of a high resolution 3D LiDAR model for bathymetric applicati ons
B. Peycé, T. Dartigalongue, L. Hespel, J-S. Baillit, N. Riviere

#201803290935

Imaging simulation of active EO-camera
J. Pérez, E. Repasi

#201804061515

Geiger mode telemetry: Toward end to end modelling for performance assessment
P-E. Dupouy, N. Riviere

19:00 – 23:30

Social Event
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DAY 3 – Wednesday, June 13
First experiment with French CUBI object: optimized simulation with support of OKTAL SE
Alain Le Goff in collaboration with Y. Hurtaud, P. Corbihan
DGA Information superiority, France

KEYNOTE 4
09:00 – 09:30

DGA Information superiority will describe the optimization work, detail the results obtained from the optimized simulation, u nderline
improvements from initial simulation and comment the accurateness of prediction tools.

SESSION 7

Thermal modeling and data

09:30 – 10:10

Chair: E. Repasi

#201805110928

Automating EOIR Signature Analysis using MuSES and CoTherm
C. Packard, T. Viola, M. Klein, F. Godillon

OKTAL-SE: corporate presentation
J. Latger

10:10 – 10:30

Coffee Break

SESSION 8

Target and signatures

10:30 – 12:30

Chair: N. Riviere

#201804181234

Hyperspectral pBRDF measurements and models in the visible and infrared
R. Ceolato, C. Martin

#201804271933

The Prediction and Measurement of the Optical Properties of Complex Surfa ces
J. Jafolla

#2018032919414

SE-FLARE: A new SE-Workbench tool for flares modeling and rendering
J. Latger

#201803151501

Determining the Dependence of Reflectance and Emissivity of Materials on IR Signature in MWIR/LWIR
Wavebands by Using IR Scene Generator Software
B. Nurver, A. Yıldırım, M. E. Çetiner, G. Yeşilyurt, E. Uzcengiz Şimşek, B. Elveren

#2018031510021

Ballistic Missile Infrared Signature: Numerical and Experimental Study
V. Rialland, A. Nicole, A. Alomar Sitjes, A. Guy, S. Lefebvre, S. Rommeluere, S. Langlois, C. Lavigne, C. Brossard, N. Dorval, M. Orain, A. Ristori, L.
Vingert, D. Gueyffier

12:30 – 14:00

Lunch
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SESSION 9

Impact of climatic conditions on signatures

14:00 – 14:50

Chair: R. Ceolato

#201803121639

Tunneling optical resonance in light-droplet in atmospheric optics
R. Yaacoub, O. Pujol, P. Dubuisson

#2018032419021

Studying aerosol particles with a UAV: Concept and initial development
M. J. Berg, O. Kemppinen

SESSION 10

Imaging simulation techniques

14:50 – 15:40

Chair: P-E. Dupouy

#2018032919411

Recent improvement of the "FAST" version of SE-Workbench-EO
J. Latger

#201803300820

Defense applications of maritime scene simulation with SE-Workbench-EO
A. Le Goff, J-M. Fèvre

15:40 – 16:10

Coffee Break

SESSION 11

Imaging simulation techniques

16:10 – 17:00

Chair: P-E. Dupouy

#2018032919412

Validation of SE-Workbench-EO in the visible spectral band
J. Latger

#2018032919413

Fusion of visible RGB and physical IR synthetic images
J. Latger

17:00

End of the day

DAY 4 – Thursday, June 14
SESSION 12
09:00 – 12:00

Training sessions
OKTAL-SE

ThermoAnalytics
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